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Abstract. In many practical applications, trade-oﬀs involving
non-functional attributes e.g., availability, performance play an important
role in selecting component services in assembling a feasible composition,
i.e., a composite service that achieves the desired functionality. We present
TCP-Compose  , an algorithm for service composition that identiﬁes, from
a set of candidate solutions that achieve the desired functionality, a set of
composite services that are non-dominated by any other candidate with
respect to the user-speciﬁed qualitative preferences over non-functional
attributes. We use TCP-net, a graphical modeling paradigm for representing and reasoning with qualitative preferences and importance. We
propose a heuristic for estimating the preference ordering over the diﬀerent choices at each stage in the composition to improve the eﬃciency of
TCP-Compose  . We establish the conditions under which TCP-Compose  is
guaranteed to generate a set of composite services that (a) achieve the
desired functionality and (b) constitute a non-dominated set of solutions
with respect to the user-speciﬁed preferences and tradeoﬀs over the nonfunctional attributes.

1

Introduction

Service-oriented computing [1,2,3] oﬀers a powerful approach to assemble complex distributed applications from independently developed software components
in many application domains such as e-Science, e-Business and e-Government.
Consequently, there is a growing body of work on speciﬁcation, discovery, selection, and composition of services. The focus of this paper is on service composition, i.e., the problem of assembling a composite service (goal service) from
component services from functional and non-functional speciﬁcations.
Functional requirements specify the desired goal service functionality. Barring a few notable exceptions [4,5,6,7], much of the work on service composition
has focused on algorithms for assembly of composite services from functional
speciﬁcations. Some of the major approaches to service composition based on
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functional speciﬁcations include: AI planning [8,9,10,11], labeled transition systems [12,13,14], Petri nets [15], among others. (The interested reader is referred
to [16,17,18] for surveys).
Non-functional requirements refer to aspects such as security, reliability, performance, and cost of the goal service. For example, among the composite services that achieve the desired functionality, a user might prefer a more secure
service over a less secure one; or one with a lower cost over one with a higher
cost. Such preferences may be quantitative or qualitative. In many settings, a
user might need to trade oﬀ one non-functional attribute against another (e.g.,
performance against cost); In others, it might be useful to assign relative importance to diﬀerent non-functional attributes (e.g., security being more important
than performance). Hence, there is an urgent need for principled methods that
incorporate consideration of user-speciﬁed preferences with respect to the nonfunctional attributes, and the relative importance of the diﬀerent non functional
attributes. Of particular interest are algorithms that ensure that a set of solutions generated constitute a non-dominated set. We say that a set N of composite
services is a non-dominated set if there is no composite service that is not in N
that is strictly preferred over one or more of the composite services in N with
respect to a set of user-speciﬁed preferences over non-functional attributes (and
their relative importance).
Against this background, we present a procedure, TCP-Compose for generating, given (i) a set of functional speciﬁcations; (ii) a set of preferences with respect to non-functional attributes and their relative importance; (iii) a repository
of candidate services with speciﬁed input-output behaviors and non-functional
attributes; and (iv) any sound algorithm for assembling, from a repository of
component services: a set of composite services that (a) achieve the desired functionality and (b) are non-dominated with respect to the user-speciﬁed preferences
over non-functional attributes by any other composite service in the solution set
of the algorithm used for functional speciﬁcation based service composition.
TCP-Compose makes use of Tradeoﬀ-enhanced Conditional Preference Network (TCP-net) [19], a variant of Conditional Preference Network [20], a framework for representing and reasoning with qualitative preferences. CP -net
provides a compact representation of user-speciﬁed preferences with respect to
non-functional attributes, by taking advantage of the independence or conditional independence of user preferences with respect to an attribute from preferences with respect to other attributes. TCP -net extends the CP-net framework
by allowing the speciﬁcation of the relative importance of diﬀerent attributes
(e.g., security is more important than cost).
TCP-Compose uses a heuristic estimate of the preference ordering of alternative
partial solutions to a service composition problem that corresponds to diﬀerent
choices of each component service, to improve the eﬃciency of search for a set of
non-dominated solutions. We establish the conditions under which the proposed
algorithm is guaranteed to ﬁnd a set of non-dominated compositions with respect
to user-speciﬁed qualitative preferences over possible values of each non-functional
attribute and the relative importance of diﬀerent non-functional attributes.
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Fig. 1. Goal Service

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem
of service composition from user-speciﬁed functional and non-functional speciﬁcations; Section 3 describes the key aspects of CP-net and TCP-net formalisms
used for representing and reasoning about user preferences with respect to the
non-functional attributes and their relative importance, and outlines the application of TCP-nets to guide service composition based on non-functional requirements; Section 4 describes the algorithm TCP-Compose and establishes the
conditions under which TCP-Compose is guaranteed to ﬁnd the set of nondominated compositions with respect to user-speciﬁed qualitative preferences
over possible values of each non-functional attribute and the relative importance
of diﬀerent non-functional attributes; Section 5 concludes with a summary, discussion of related work, and an outline of some directions for further research.

2

Problem Speciﬁcation

We introduce the problem of service composition from user-speciﬁed functional
and non-functional requirements using a simple example. Suppose a user is interested in assembling a goal service G shown in Fig. 1 from a repository of services
R = {b1 , b2 , p1 , p2 , p3 , s1 , s2 , q1 , q2 , q3 }–where bi ’s are book buying services, si ’s
are shipment services and pi ’s and qi ’s are payment services that can work with
bi ’s and si ’s respectively. Suppose (p3 , q2 ), (b2 , s2 ), (b2 , q2 ), (b2 , q3 ) are functionally incompatible and hence cannot be used together in any valid composition.
The goal service should allow the user to buy book(s) from an online store, pay
the store through a credit card service, arrange for shipping the book through a
shipment service and pay for the shipping. In Fig. 1, each of the steps in the goal
service is annotated with the set of services from the repository that provide the
respective functionality.
What we have so far is an informal speciﬁcation of a service composition task
based on user-speciﬁed functional requirements. We now turn to speciﬁcation
of user preferences with respect to three non-functional attributes: reliability,
security, and availability of the goal service denoted by R, S, and A respectively.
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Table 1. Domain Deﬁnition
Preference Variable Domain of Preference Variable
Reliability(R)
Security (S)
Availability(A)

HR

LR

R

A

HA

LA

{LR , HR }
{LS , MS , HS }
{LA , HA }

HR

LR

R

HA

LA

S

S
HR LS
LR HS

A

MS
MS

HS
LS

(a) CP-net: Preferences

HR LS
LR HS

MS
MS

HS
LS

(b) TCP-net: Preferences and Importance

Fig. 2. Example CP-net and TCP-net

Suppose the available services can have Low (LR ) or High (HR ) reliability; Low
(LS ), Medium (MS ) or High (HS ) security; and Low (LA ) or High (HA ) availability as shown in Table 1. Assume that the following non-functional attributes
are known of each of the component services: b1 : LR , b2 : HR , p1 : LS , p2 :
MS , p3 : HS , s1 : LA , s2 : HR , q1 : LS , q2 : MS , q3 : HS .
Now suppose that the user’s preference with respect to security level is not
independent of the reliability of the service. Suppose further that when the
reliability is low, the user prefers high security; and when reliability is high
the user is willing to settle for lower security (say, because of the prohibitive
cost of achieving both high security and reliability); Suppose further that the
user prefers high availability to low availability irrespective of the reliability and
security of the service. Such information can be represented concisely using a
CP-net with three nodes denoting the three attributes R, S, and A. The single
headed arrows (e.g., from R to S) denote dependence among user preferences
with respect to the attributes under consideration. The qualitative preferences
of the user with respect to each attribute (conditioned on the preferences over
attributes that such preference is dependent on) are speciﬁed by the conditional
preference table (CPT) that annotate each node (Fig. 2(a)). Suppose further
that the user attaches greater importance to availability relative to security. Such
assertions of relative importance of one attribute over another are represented
using double headed arrows in TCP-net shown in Fig. 2(b). The information
regarding preferences with respect to R, S, and A in Fig. 2(b) are the same as
those shown in Fig. 2(a).
Given the preferences with respect to the non-functional attributes and their
relative importance, our task is to identify from the solution space, i.e., the set
of composite services that satisfy the user-speciﬁed functional requirements, a
subset that forms a non-dominated set with respect to a set of user-speciﬁed
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preferences over non-functional attributes (and tradeoﬀs among them) that are
captured by a TCP-net. It should be noted that a unique optimal composition
exists only when the corresponding TCP-net induces a total ordering over the
set of candidate feasible composite services, that is, the set of composite services
that satisfy the user-speciﬁed functionality. TCP-Compose does not assume the
existence of a total order induced by the TCP-net over user-speciﬁed preferences
and relative importance among attributes. Instead, we return a set of feasible
composite services that constitute a non-dominated set with respect to the TCPnet that reﬂects the users preferences and tradeoﬀs with respect to the nonfunctional attributes.

3

Representing Preferences Using CP-Nets and
TCP-Nets

We ﬁrst introduce the basic notions of preference relation, preferential independence under the ceteris paribus 1 semantics and the notion of relative importance
among variables. We start with a set of preference variables V = {X1 , . . . Xn }
with ﬁnite domains D(X1 ), . . . D(Xn ).
An outcome o is a complete assignment of all variables Xi in V . The set of
outcomes is O ⊆ D(X1 ) × D(X2 ) × . . . × D(Xn ). A preference ranking is a total
preorder over the set of outcomes O. We denote the fact that outcome o1 ∈ O is
at least as preferred (strictly preferred) to outcome o2 ∈ O by o1  o2 (o1  o2 ).
We denote the fact that the user is indiﬀerent between outcomes o1 and o2 by
o1 ∼
= o2 if neither o1  o2 nor o2  o1 .
Preferential Independence. In order to understand the need for preferential
independence, we note that the set of possible outcomes is exponential in the
number of preference variables n (where n = |V | ). Further, the set of possible
total preorders is doubly exponential in n. A set of variables X ⊆ V is preferentially independent of Y = V − X if for all possible values of Y , the preference
order among various assignments to X is the same. Formally, a set of variables
X is preferentially independent of the set of variables Y = V − X iﬀ for all
x1 , x2 ∈ D(X); y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ) (where we use D(·) to denote the domain of set
of variables also), we have: x1 y1  x2 y1 iﬀ x1 y2  x2 y2 . We say that x1 is
preferred to x2 ceteris paribus (all else being equal).
Conditional Preferential Independence. Let X, Y, Z be a partition of V
and let x1 , x2 ∈ D(X); y1 , y2 ∈ D(Y ) and z ∈ D(Z). X and Y are conditionally preferentially independent of each other given z iﬀ, ∀x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 we have:
x1 y1 z  x2 y1 z iﬀ x1 y2 z  x2 y2 z.
Relative Importance. In Fig. 2(a), we observe that the variables availability
and reliability are preferentially independent. Thus, the CP-net, does not assert
whether an outcome with high availability and low reliability is preferred to one
with low availability and high reliability: all we know from the CP-net is that
higher availability and higher reliability are preferred. If we have the additional
1

Ceteris paribus is a Latin phrase that means ”all other things being equal”.
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information that although reliability and availability are preferentially independent, reliability is more important to the user than availability, we can infer that
given a choice, the user would settle for lower availability instead of compromising on reliability. Formally, let X and Y be a pair of preferentially independent
variables given V − {X, Y }. We say that X is relatively more important than Y ,
denoted by X  Y , if
∀w. w ∈ D(W ), where W = V − {X, Y }, ∀x1 , x2 ∈ D(X), ∀ya , yb ∈ D(Y )
x1  x2 ⇒ x1 ya w  x2 yb w.
Note that the preference x1 ya w  x2 yb w holds even if yb  ya , since any
change for the worse in Y is preferred to any change for the worse in X. A
conditional version of relative importance is deﬁned analogously as follows. Let
X and Y be a pair of preferentially independent variables given V − {X, Y }
and z ∈ D(Z). We say that X is conditionally relatively more important than Y
given z, denoted by Xz Y , if the following holds:
∀w. w ∈ D(W ), where W = V − ({X, Y } ∪ Z), Z ⊆ W
∀x1 , x2 ∈ D(X), ∀ya , yb ∈ D(Y ) : (x1  x2 given zw) ⇒ x1 ya zw  x2 yb zw.
3.1

TCP-Nets

TCP-nets [21,19], extend the CP-net representation by incorporating the relative importance among pairs of attributes. The nodes of a TCP-net are the
preference attributes V , and there are three types of edges. The ﬁrst type of
edge is a directed edge (single headed arrow) from X to Y used to model preferential dependence of Y on X. Such an edge asserts the preferential dependence
of an attribute Xi on the assignment of its parents P a(Xi ). Each node (preference attribute) Xi that has a non empty set of parents P a(Xi ) inﬂuencing its
preferences is annotated with the conditional preference relation called conditional preference table CP T (Xi ). More formally, for each assignment of P a(Xi ),
CP T (Xi ) speciﬁes a total order over D(Xi ). The second type of edge is a double
headed arrow which captures the relative importance among a pair of attributes,
i.e. if there is such an edge from X to Y then X is relatively more important
than Y . The third type of edge is an undirected edge which captures the conditional relative importance between X and Y given Z. We refer to [19] for formal
deﬁnitions of TCP-nets.
Deﬁnition 1 (Completion). [19] The completion of a partial assignment z
is deﬁned as a complete assignment or an outcome consistent with z, denoted
Comp(z). By consistency, we mean that if a preference attribute Xi has a valuation vi in z then the valuation of Xi is also vi in Comp(z).
Deﬁnition 2 (Most Preferred Completion). [19] The most preferred completion of a partial assignment z, denoted P ref Comp(z, N ) is deﬁned as a completion of z that is preferentially optimal with respect to the TCP-Net N , i.e.
 o ∈ O : o  P ref Comp(z, N ) such that o is a completion of z and consistent
with z.
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Remarks
1. We restrict our discussion to the class of conditionally acyclic TCP-nets that
have been shown to be satisﬁable with respect to a preference relation [19].
2. Given a conditionally acyclic TCP-net, it is possible to order the set of all
outcomes O [19]. In other words, there exists a total order (that can be obtained using a topological sort) of the set of outcomes O that is consistent
with the given TCP-net. However, several orderings of O can be consistent
with a given conditionally acyclic TCP-net. For example, in a total preorder,
there could be an outcome o such that o  o with respect to N , but one
cannot deﬁne o as the unique most preferred outcome. In our example, considering tuples of valuations of the non-functional attributes of a service, if
the user did not give the information that R is relatively more important than
A, then we would not be able to assert a preference among compositions with
outcomes o1 = (HR , LS , HA ) and o2 = (LR , HS , LA ) (where subscripts denote the corresponding non-functional attributes reliability (R), security (S)
and availability (A)). In this case, the user may like the composition system
to return both the compositions if both o1 and o2 are non-dominated, i.e.,
o  o1 and o  o2 . The algorithm we present, TCP-Compose guarantees
that in the absence of a unique total order over the outcomes, the outcome
corresponding to each composition in the solution set is non-dominated by
the outcome corresponding to any other feasible composition.
3. We also note that there is another variant of the TCP-net, known as UCPnets [19] that capture quantitative preferences and relative importance information using utility functions. However, since we are not dealing with
quantitative preferences, we stick to the basic qualitative TCP-nets.
3.2

Utilizing TCP-Nets in Web Service Composition

We now proceed to describe how TCP-nets can be used to model qualitative
preferences during Web service composition. For this we will use dominance
?

queries [19] of the form o  o with respect to N (in other words whether o
is preferred to or dominates o ). The problem of Web service composition is to
assemble a composite service that achieves a desired functionality from a set of
component services. More precisely, we have:
Deﬁnition 3 (Web service composition problem). Given a target or goal
service G and a repository of available services R = {W1 , W2 . . . Wn }, Web
service composition amounts to creating a set of composite services C =
{C1 , C2 . . . Cm } such that ∀i ≤ m, Ci = Wi1 ⊕ Wi2 . . . ⊕ Wik and ∀l ≤ ik , Wl ∈ R
such that Ci is functionally equivalent 2 to the G, denoted by Ci ≡ G. In the
above, ⊕ is the composition operator for composing two services.
2

Functional equivalence can be deﬁned in many ways depending on the particular
formalism used to describe the services. For example, if labeled transition systems are
used for describing the services, checking the functional equivalence of a composite
service to a goal service reduces to checking the bisimulation equivalence of the
corresponding labeled transition systems [12,13].
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Note that ⊕ is a generic composition operator and Wi1 , Wi2 . . . Wik is an
arbitrary ordering of the components in Ci such that Wij is selected before Wij+1
in constructing Ci . We now proceed to describe an approach for using the TCPnet representation of user-speciﬁed non-functional requirements to guide service
composition using any of the standard methods that can generate compositions
that satisfy user-speciﬁed functional requirements.

4

TCP-Compose

We present an algorithm, TCP-Compose , that uses a preference guided heuristic
to come up with the most preferred compositions among the candidates.
4.1

Search Space of TCP-Compose

We cast the problem of assembling from a set of available component services, a
composite service with the desired functionality as a state space search problem.
The empty composition ⊥ is the start state; the set of feasible extensions using
one of the available components from any given state deﬁne the successors of
that state; and the set of feasible candidate compositions correspond to the goal
states. The cost function at any state is given by the preference valuation of the
partial composition corresponding to that state.
Deﬁnition 4 (Feasible Extension). A feasible extension to a partial composition P is deﬁned as a partial composition P  = P ⊕ Wi , Wi ∈ R such that the
partial composition P  is functionally equivalent to a part of the goal service.
Let N be a TCP-net with a set of preference attributes V = {X1 , X2 , . . . Xp }
with ﬁnite domains D(X1 ), D(X2 ), . . . D(Xk ) respectively where each preference
attribute corresponds to a non-functional attribute of a composition. We assume
that such a TCP-net speciﬁcation is given by the user as input to the algorithm
TCP-Compose .
Each of the leaf nodes is a goal node and corresponds to valid or feasible candidate composite services that are functionally equivalent to the goal service. Note
that the the nodes of the tree may have varying but ﬁnite branching factors. Fig. 3
illustrates the search space for our goal service given in Fig. 1 with respect to the
TCP-net given in Fig. 2. The shaded nodes correspond to partial compositions
that were actually expanded further. The numbers in the boxes next the nodes
show the order in which the corresponding nodes are expanded. The nodes that
are not shaded are generated but not further pursued by the algorithm: For example, although TCP-Compose explores partial composition b1 ⊕ p1 , its feasible
extension b1 ⊕ p1 ⊕ s1 is not explored. The annotation V al denotes the preference
valuation and β denotes the most preferred completion of the partial composition
corresponding to each node. They are formally deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition5 (Preference Valuation). Preference valuation is
 a function F :
W × X → (D(Xi ) ∪ {−}), where W = {W1 , W2 . . . Wn }, X = Xi . The value
{−} denotes that the valuation of the corresponding attribute is unknown. We
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Fig. 3. Search Space for TCP-Compose when the TCP-net does not induce a total order
over the set of valuations

denote the valuation of an attribute Xi in a Web service W as F (W )(Xi ) =
vi , vi ∈ D(Xi ) ∪ {−}. We deﬁne the valuation of an attribute Xi in a composition of two services Wi , Wj as F (Wi ⊕Wj )(Xi ) = F (Wi )(Xi )F (Wj )(Xi ), where

F (Wj )(Xp ), F (Wi )(Xp )  F (Wj )(Xp )
=
F (Wi )(Xp )  F (Wj )(Xp )
F (Wi )(Xp ), otherwise.
The preference valuation of a partial composition P = W1 ⊕ W2 ⊕ . . . Wl with respect to an attribute Xp is deﬁned inductively as F (P )(Xp ) = F (W1 )(Xp ) 
F (W2 )(Xp ) . . .  F (Wl )(Xp ). We also denote the preference valuation (over
all attributes) of a partial composition P as the tuple V al(P ) = (F (P )(Xi ),
F (P )(X2 ) . . . F (P )(Xk )).
Thus, the preference valuation of a partial composition with respect to a nonfunctional attribute corresponds to the least preferred valuation of that attribute
among the participating component services in the composition. For example,
in Fig. 3 the valuation of the partial composition b2 ⊕ p1 ⊕ s1 with respect to
the attribute availability (A) is low (LA ) because the component s1 has low
availability although the component b2 has high availability.
Deﬁnition 6 (Most Preferred Completion). The most preferred completion of a preference valuation of a partial composition P is deﬁned as a complete
assignment to all attributes X1 , X2 , . . . Xk , β(P ) = P ref Comp(V al(F (P )), N )
where the function P ref Comp is as deﬁned in Def.2.
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Algorithm 1. TCP-Compose (N , ϕ, G, R)
1. Compute heuristic ρ ← h(ϕ)
2. for all P ∈ ρ do
3.
if (P ≡ G and  Q ∈ θ : β(Q)  β(P)) then
4.
θ ← θ ∪ {P}
5.
ϕ ← ϕ − {P}
6.
for all Q ∈ θ do
7.
if β(P)  β(Q) then
8.
θ ← θ − {Q}
9.
end if
10.
end for
11.
else
12.
Find the next set of feasible partial compositions expanding P
ψ ← {Pi | Pi = P ⊕ Wi , Wi ∈ R and P ⊕ Wi ≡ G}
13.
ϕ ← ϕ ∪ ψ − {P}
14.
end if
15. end for
16. if (ϕ = φ) then
17.
return θ
18. end if
19. TCP-Compose  (N , ϕ, G, R)

Intuitively, it is easy to see why β(Pi ) is a heuristic estimate of the most
preferred composition that can be realized by extending the given Pi . In our
search for compositions, β(Pi ) denotes the estimate of most preferred feasible
candidate composite service that is equivalent to the goal service that is realizable
from the current partial composition Pi .
Deﬁnition 7 (Heuristic Function h). We deﬁne the heuristic function h as
h : 2P → 2P , where P is a set of partial compositions and S := h(ϕ), S ⊆ ϕ ⊆ P
is such that ∀P0 ∈ S and ∀Pi ∈ ϕ, β(Pi )  β(P0 ). We also deﬁne h(φ) = ⊥
and ⊥ ⊕ Wi ≡ Wi .
The above deﬁnition of the heuristic function h makes it clear that, for any set of
partial compositions ϕ, h(ϕ) is the set of partial compositions whose valuations
are non-dominated by the valuation of any other partial composition in ϕ.
Algorithm 1 shows the listing for TCP-Compose . The main idea behind
TCP-Compose is to use a best ﬁrst search strategy to ﬁnd a set of non-dominated
feasible candidate compositions equivalent to the goal service. To guide the
search, the algorithm applies the heuristic function h to the set of partial compositions under consideration. The algorithm is initially invoked with the parameters (N , φ, G, R). The set of partial compositions under consideration for
expansion are maintained in ϕ, and the algorithm uses h(ϕ) to select the set of
non-dominated compositions ρ to expand (line 1). Next, for each of the compositions in the non-dominated set ρ, if there is a candidate composition P
which is functionally equivalent to the goal service, then the algorithm adds P
to the solution set θ, provided none of the existing solutions already in θ strictly
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dominate it (lines 2 - 5). If P now strictly dominates any of the existing solutions
in θ then those candidate solutions are removed from θ (lines 6 - 10). For partial
compositions that are not candidate compositions in ρ, the algorithm proceeds
to compute the set of feasible extensions and adds them to ϕ (lines 11 and 14).
The algorithm terminates with the set of candidate solutions θ if there are no
more compositions to explore (lines 16 - 18), and ﬁnally, the process is repeated
(line 19) until there are no more compositions left to explore.
We now proceed to describe how the algorithm explores the search space
when the TCP-net does not induce a total order on the set of non-functional
attribute valuations. In the search space illustrated in Fig. 3 in the ﬁrst run, when
expanding the root node there are two possible partial compositions namely b1
and b2 respectively. Note that the valuations of partial compositions b1 , b2 are
incomparable with respect to the TCP-net N , and in the second run, both the
partial compositions in ϕ are expanded. In runs 3, 4 and 5 the compositions
b2 ⊕ p1 , b2 ⊕ p2 , b2 ⊕ p3 are expanded, as their valuations strictly dominated
others in their respective iterations. However, in the sixth run, the algorithm
again ﬁnds that the non-dominated compositions b1 ⊕ p2 and b2 ⊕ p1 ⊕ s1 are
incomparable, and hence expands both. Notice that when expanding b2 ⊕p1 ⊕s1 ,
the feasible extensions also have the component s1 (we assumed that b2 , s2 are
functionally incompatible and cannot be composed together) which has lower
reliability and availability, but there is a still a possibility of a service with b1
ending up with a candidate composition with high availability. In the seventh
run, the algorithm identiﬁes b2 ⊕ p1 ⊕ s1 ⊕ q1 as a solution, and ﬁnally in the
eighth run the algorithm terminates with both the candidate compositions b1 ⊕
p3 ⊕ s2 ⊕ q3 and b2 ⊕ p1 ⊕ s1 ⊕ q1 as the non-dominated candidate compositions.
This illustrates how the less preferred compositions like b1 ⊕ p1 are actually not
explored by the algorithm, consequently pruning of the search space.
4.2

Properties of TCP-Compose

We show that the algorithm TCP-Compose is guaranteed to return the set of
composite services each of which is functionally equivalent to the user-speciﬁed
goal service that constitute a non-dominated set with respect to a set of user
preferences over the non-functional attributes.
Lemma 1. For any partial composition P, β(P)  β  (P), where β  gives the
valuation of the actual most preferred feasible composition starting with P.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction, there exists a partial composition P and a
β  such that β  (P)  β(P). This implies that there is a feasible candidate
composition C starting from the partial composition P such that V al(C)  β(P),
or there is a sequence of feasible extensions from P to C such that V al(C) 
P ref Comp(V al(P), N ) with respect to N , by the deﬁnition of β(P). This clearly
contradicts the deﬁnition of P ref Comp(V al(P), N ).


Theorem 1. TCP-Compose is guaranteed to return the set of feasible composite
services that constitute a non-dominated set with respect to a given TCP-net.
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Proof (Sketch, by contradiction)
Suppose TCP-Compose does not terminate with the set of non-dominated
candidate compositions. There are three cases to consider.
1. TCP-Compose terminates with a set of compositions such that one of the
solutions returned by TCP-Compose is a not feasible composition. This contradicts the Step 3 of the algorithm where the terminating condition is clearly
only satisﬁed for feasible compositions.
2. TCP-Compose fails to terminate. This is not possible because although the
algorithm is recursive, the search tree is ﬁnite, and in each iteration, previously examined partial compositions are not revisited.
3. Starting with a partial composition P, TCP-Compose terminates with a set
of candidate compositions such that one of the solutions corresponds to a
feasible candidate composition C  with a sub-optimal preference valuation
V al(C  ), i.e. β  (P )  V al(C  ), where β  gives the actual most preferred
feasible composition starting with P.
By Lemma 1, at each step, β(P)  β  (P)  V al(C  ) ⇒ β(P)  V al(C  ).
So in the last step just before termination, by the deﬁnition of the heuristic
function h and Line 1 of TCP-Compose , the algorithm would have chosen
to expand the composition P rather than the partial composition that just
preceded C  . Hence, the algorithm could not have terminated with any composition C  such that β  (P )  V al(C  ), and hence it would return only
non-dominated candidate compositions.
This proves that TCP-Compose is guaranteed to return the set of feasible composite services that constitute a non-dominated set with respect to a given TCP-net.



5

Summary and Discussion

Most of the work on service composition has focused on algorithms for assembling, from a set of available component services, a composite service that
achieves the user-speciﬁed functionality. However, in many applications, preferences over non-functional attributes e.g., availability, performance as well as
tradeoﬀs among them can inﬂuence the choice of the component services in assembling a composite service that achieves the desired functionality. Hence, there
is a growing interest in techniques that incorporate such non-functional considerations into service composition. For example, Zeng et al. [4,5] have explored
linear programming methods for optimizing the choice of services based on nonfunctional attributes based on user-speciﬁed weights and utility functions. Yu
et al. [6] have explored a formulation of service composition as a combinatorial optimization (multi-choice multi-dimensional 0-1 Knapsack problem) and as
a graph search problem wherein the non-functional constraints are encoded by
the edges in the graph. Berbner et al. [7] have proposed a heuristic approach,
using simulated annealing and integer programming, for selecting services based
on non-functional attributes. Each of these approaches assume a quantitative
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measure of preference over alternative valuations of non-functional attributes.
This is tantamount to assuming the existence of a cardinal utility function [22].
Eliciting such a utility function, over multiple not necessarily independent attributes, from users presents a signiﬁcant challenge in practice. Hence, methods
that can utilize qualitative information regarding preferences over non-functional
attributes are of signiﬁcant interest.
Against this background, we have presented TCP-Compose , a procedure for
generating, given (i) a set of functional speciﬁcations; (ii) a set of preferences
with respect to non-functional attributes and their relative importance; (iii)
a repository of candidate services with speciﬁed input-output behaviors and
non-functional attributes; and (iv) any sound algorithm for assembling, from a
repository of component services: a set of composite services that (a) achieve
the desired functionality and (b) are non-dominated with respect to the userspeciﬁed preferences over non-functional attributes by any other composite service in the solution set of the algorithm used for functional speciﬁcation based
service composition. TCP-Compose uses TCP-net, a graphical modeling paradigm for representing and reasoning with qualitative preferences and importance of alternative partial solutions to a service composition problem that
corresponds to diﬀerent choices of each component service. An important feature of TCP-Compose is that it oﬀers a generic approach to augment any of a
broad range of available algorithms for assembling feasible composite services
that achieve the user-speciﬁed functionality with the ability to consider qualitative preferences and tradeoﬀs over non-functional attributes of the desired goal
service.
Schropfer et al. [23] have recently proposed a TCP-net based formulation of
qualitative user preferences over non-functional attributes for ranking and selecting individual services. In contrast, the focus of TCP-Compose is on the assembly
of a set of composite services that constitute a non-dominated set with respect to
a set of user-speciﬁed preferences and tradeoﬀs over non-functional attributes.
Shaparau et al. [11] have proposed an algorithm for contingent planning with
goal preferences which can also be used for service composition. The planning
algorithm requires the user to specify explicit preferences over goals. This is tantamount to explicitly specifying an ordering over all feasible composite services.
Hence, this approach is likely to be impractical in settings where the number
of component services in the repository is large. In contrast, the approach used
in TCP-Compose requires the user to specify only the preferences and tradeoﬀs over the non-functional attributes that in turn induce a preference over the
feasible composite services.
Work in progress is aimed at the implementation and experimental evaluation
of TCP-Compose on a range of benchmark problems of varying complexity. Some
interesting directions for further research include: investigation of approaches for
handling of global non-functional constraints (e.g., no composite service which
has security level below a speciﬁed threshold is acceptable); customized versions
of TCP-Compose that take advantage of speciﬁc representations and algorithms
used in the search for feasible solutions.
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